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PROFESSOR LEACOCK RIDDLED
His Straw Socialism Exposed

m
-

“divine discontent.’’ Does the professor really 
know what impression he wishes to convey I Does 
he wish to
wonder, by the whole of chapter five, except that 
Socialism is no good! If, as it would seem, he is 
concerned only with discrediting that peculiar 
hotch-potch of befuddled nonsense which he pre- 

Socialism, we could supply him with a

on economies. But this “divine discontent” stuffHO is there,” says Professor Leacock,
“that has not turned at times from the 

fever and fret of the world we live in, from the 
spectacle of its wasted • energy, its wild frenzy of 
work and its bitter inequality, to the land of 
dreams, to the pictured vision of the world as it 

might be.
“This vision,” continues the professor, “is the

outcome of that divine discontent which raises fictionist is the writing of euphonious nothings, 
man above his environment.” ‘ smoothly flowing sentences and well-rounded

Divine Fiddlesticks! This practice of attribut- P^iodm which mean-nhthing. “The earlier Se
ing the cause of certain observed phenomena to ciaHsm,” says the professor, “was a plan to make 
the interposition of a “divine” something or other klTpoor together. Modem Socialism is a plan 
is feeble enough in all conscience even in those to make all rich together.” This certainly sounds 
cases where the sought for cause is not evident, reiy nice. It is just the sort of epigramic utter- 
But in such an instance as quoted above it be- aneeMvhieh certain types of writers so delight in. 
comes rank nonsense. If the professor is really But Hoe* it mean anything! If it correctly des-

Seeing sentence. This “vision” of a better state tween them doe* not exist. If he had given the 
of affairs to which the professor refers is very matter just a little thought he would have seen 
aptly so described. It is a vision, a mental vision, that “rich” and “poor” are relative terms, that 
It is something which, so far as we know, has there can be no poor without rich, and no rich 
never existed save in its mental visionary form, without poor, any more than there can be a north 
It is an idea, an ideal, and as such is the direct without a south, or a south without a north, or a 
outcome, the reflex; not of any “divine discon- top without a bottom, or a left without a right, 
tent,” whatever that may be, but of those very So that obviously if all the members of society 
material conditions which, in the professor’s own were on a level financially there would be no rich 
words are a complex of “wasted energy,” “wild and no poor, and thus the good professor’s state- 
frenzy of work” and “bitter inequality.” Such a ment turns out to be utter nonsense. ^ _ 
vision experienced by a few isolated individuals Apparently Mr. Leacock desires to create the 
might be the outcome of a disordered mind or an impression that the Socialists propose to reduce ” 
overworked stomach. But a vision as widespread all the members of society to a dead, monotonous 
as the one in question is admitted to be a social level. Nothing could be farther from the truth, 
vision a social ideal, and forecasts just such a In the first place the Socialists do not propose to
sorial’movement as the professor has ere this, in reorganize society in any way. They do. however. *>me «.My good stuff .f he were not a professor
^unguarded moment, perhaps, ventured to inter- predict that the time is clos,» at hand when society wth a certam soc.al stand,ng to lose bywntmg

1 t, :n the light of the Materialistic Interpréta- will be compelled to reorganize itself. And they the ,n,th as opposed to the prospect of financial 
- S™ », History hope that, when that reorganization has taken gain for wntmg nonsense. ;

1 pitié those “bitter inequalities,” which even Pro- In other passages he contents himself with
fessor Leacock*can not bring himself to deny, will merely suggesting, implying by a sort of taken-
be conspicuous by their absence. Thev are con- for-granted attitude, that certain things are other
«dent, moreover, that if society is sufficiently in- than Socialists conceive them to be. For instance:
formed as to the causes of those "inequalities”
that the reorganization will indeed have the ef- Socialists) merely the parasitic servants of the
feet they hope for. Consequently, the Socialists tyrannous power of a plutocratic state.” If Mr.
stand for the fullest and widest dissemination of Leacock were more sure of himself or of the con-
knowledge concerning social laws and phenomena, tiding simplicity of his readers, he might tell us
Professor Leacock, judging by his efforts to date, how, in view of the attitude of the Christian
is disposed to hinder rather than to help in this, churches during the recent war, he would go about
For reasons best known to himself he does not rebutting the charge that they are “parasitic ser-
think the public are to be trusted with the truth, vants of the tyrannous power of a plutocratic

After telling us that the “vision” which he eon- state.” If he could find no fault in the attitude
ceives to be Socialism is the outcome of “divine of the Christian churches in Allied countries what

Send all money and make all cheques payable to discontent,” the professor, in the very next para- does he think of the attitude of those same
A S Wens B ç Wderationist, Labor Temple. Van- graph proceeds to completely stultify himself, dutches m enemy country? Mr. Leacock makes
A.S. weii, -Modern Socialism is the direct outcome of the no attempt to dear up this point. And he is
couver, ». v. of maehine production. It takes its first in- wise. For he is without s doubt quite well aware

Collection agency for Alberta: A Broatch. .pirat5on the glaring contrasts between that the attitude of the Christian churches not
®ghth avenue east, Calgary, Alta. ^ preBcnted by the modern era, only during the recent war but throughout the

Central Collection Agency: J Law. Secretary, froœ ^ strange pênàn described above between whole of their history as state religions, pleads 
Defence Fund, Room 1, 530 Main St., Winnipeg hnman power ^ fo failure to satisfy human guilty, unblushingly, to the charge. Might wo 

Lawyers for the defence in Vancouver, Bird, Mac want” suggest that it would ^e been if not wfaer at
p_-ie indeed! This is a very different thing from (Continued on Page Five)
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is beyond a joke.

It would seem that in this fifth chapter of his 
series, in . which he at last comes to dose grips 
with what’he apparently imagines to he Socialism.
Professor Leacock is more than ever inclined to 
merge the professor of economies in the writer of
short stories. No small part of the art of the eeBt* , . _

number of excellent arguments for that purpose
none of which he appears to have any knowledge

A
avey anything at all intelligible, we
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AModern Socialism is indeed the outcome of the 

machine-age, and all that that age brought with 
it. But this is Materialistic Interpretation with a 
vengeance. What can the good professor be think
ing off Or perhaps he says these things without 
thinking. Murder will out 
jl. Again, referring te the peering of Feudalism, he, 
«ays, tithe rise of the near mm 
dislocated the old system.” Not the selfish as
pirations of the rising bourgeoisie, mark you, nor 
their plots and intrigues and indtements to re
bellion against the old order, but the “rise of 
machine-power.” In that short sentence the pro
fessor reveals an ability to look beneath the sur
face of events and a complete endprsation of the 
Materialistic Interpretation, ‘which is truly re
markable—remarkable, that is, in a man who can 
so easily cast it aside when it endangers his argu
ment. "The writings of Marx and Engels,” ad- 
mRa the professer, “were inspired by what they 
saw around them,” and not—mark well—not by 

divine discontent.”
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There are oceasionel passages in these articles 
by Mr. Leacock which suggest that he could write

inclined to be indulgent toward Mr.;.jwe are
Leacock. He is better known to us as humonst

___ sociologist, and we feel free to confess
fondness for his quaint humor, traces of 

to discern in some of his remarks

than as a 
to a 
which we seem

“the Christian churches were to them (the early

For the Defence
». -A Mass Meeting will be held in the Avenue 

Theatre, Main Street, Vancouver, on Tuesday. 
Oct. 7, at 8 p.m. Johns, Bray and Pritchard will

be the speakers.
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